
Reverse SEO:

Or… How to do a Year’s worth of SEO in 1 Month.

One of the biggest headaches ecommerce businesses have is that when they start the process
of SEO is that agencies typically do two things:

First, they tie you into a year long contract (which only benefits them)

Second, (and even worse…) they take forever to get results.

If you are responsible for getting the results that drive more sales, you know how frustrating it
can be because paying for a full year and *maybe* getting results can be a breaking point.

Sure, some companies can tough it out for the full year and if it works, cool… but often times
that's not the case.

In fact, I’ve NEVER seen it happen where companies are cool with the notion of “it just takes a
year to see results”

Ever.

And I’ve personally been “under the hood” of over 500 websites, most of which are in the
ecommerce space.

And I’ve seen first hand the impact that has on these businesses.

Every day, Amazon, Walmart, and other giant box stores are growing rapidly which makes
growth even more important if you’re selling your products independently.

I remember one client vividly from back in my “big agency” days.

We just signed a client for the full year and while the sales team was excited for the deal, I knew
the reality…

This business owner was looking to me to lift her sales.

We were 3 months in and she begged me to figure out how we can just get a couple more sales
so she can show her team that this was worth the expense.



SO there I am sitting in my office at 8pm pulling my hair out.

We were doing what we were supposed to be doing and following the “agency approach”.

This SHOULD have been working.

Yet here was this client who had already invested thousands of dollars with little to nothing to
show for it.

Not a good feeling.

So I took it upon myself to take a step back and just say “Ok, why isn’t this site ranking on
Google?”

It was that question that birthed the concept of “Reverse SEO” and that is essentially how you
do a years worth of SEO in one month.

I’m gonna circle back to that in just a second, because I feel it’s important to highlight why the
“traditional agency model” doesn’t work.

In the traditional agency model, a team typically deploys a list of tasks that they refer to as a
“Standard Operating Procedure.”

And sure, that SOP works sometimes.

But, every website is drastically different with a different history, different levels of
competitiveness, and a million other factors rolled in.

On top of that, there’s typically a long term contract which ties in the client to pay the agency for
a full year with no requirement to hit any kind of milestones.

The gaps were obvious to me at that moment and I knew I owed it to that client to get the results
she was looking for in the first place.

So I went to work and just asked a handful of questions of myself about her website.

This framework essentially got us lined up with some action items that we implemented over the
next couple days and wouldn’t you know…

Within a couple weeks, the needle started moving.

The following month, her traffic and sales increased by 13%.

We were thrilled, the client was thrilled.



By asking a few questions and getting to work, we got her the results she was looking for
quicker than we would have in the full year (if we got the results at all).

So, of course the question becomes “Well, what were the questions we asked?”

And that leads us to the strategy I’ve dubbed “Reverse SEO.”

Reverse SEO is built off of a framework I’ve titled the 20/180 Principle.

The 20/180 Principle basically states that of the 200 individual ranking factors that Google
considers when ranking your website, 20 of them are the initial “needle movers.”

Essentially, these tactics can be broken down into 8 categories (I call them lenses) and each
contain a handful of questions.



The 20 Questions

Knowing that the concept of 20/180 means there are 20 “first tasks” to tackle, that leads us to
ask “What are the initial 20?”

Here are the initial 20, broken down by lense:

Vision

(Strategy)

- Does your keyword research include a variety of terms, long tail and short tail?
- Long Tail = Terms containing 3 words or more (Higher Converting)

- Is your website Hierarchy broken down into easy flowing categories?

Foundational

(On-Page Optimization Tactics)

- Are Your Page Titles within Google’s Quality Guidelines?
- Under 60 Characters?
- Written in “Plain Language”?

- Are your Meta Descriptions within Google’s Quality Guidelines?
- Under 156 Characters?
- NON-Keyword Stuffed?

- Is there a targeted keyword starting within the first 10 characters?
- Is your Brand (or URL) in your Page Title?

Voice
(As in, Brand Voice: Content)

- Are you applying LSI (Latent Semantic Indexing) Principles?
- Applies CONTEXT to your content
- Assists in Voice Search Queries (Optimizes for THEME instead of KEYWORD

- Does all of your content serve a purpose
- Avoids “Content for the sake of content” to reach a word count quota

- Are you avoiding dense paragraphs?



Outreach
(Backlink Signals)

- Does your backlink profile exceed a 20/1 average link to domain ratio?
- On average, more than 20 links from one website to yours
- If it does, consider getting more referring domains with fewer links from each

- What is the Quality Score of your overall profile?
- Regardless of link tool preference, is your score above a 25?

- What is the proportion of NoFollow/Follow
- This is not as critical as you think. Having links from quality sites, even if

“NoFollow” will still send quality ranking signals.

Backbone
(Technical)

- Is your XML Sitemap configured with URL, Last Modified, Priority? Is it submitted to
Google’s Search Console?

- Are your URLs free of unnecessary redirects?
- 302’s that should be 301, etc.

- Are rel=canonical tags implemented (and properly?)
- Is Your Website free of duplicated content (internal and external)?

Customer
(User Experience)

- Is your bounce rate between 30% - 40%
- Do your pages contain internal links that target critical phrases/categories?

Accessibility
(Mobile User Experience)

- What is your Google Mobile Friendliness Grade/Report?
- Are all “clickable” elements well spaced?

Votes
(Social Signals)

- Do your social media posts that have activity include a URL link to your site?
- Remember, sharing your link isn’t enough… interaction is also measured



After these questions are answered, the foundation is in place.

Now, if you’ve been at this a while, you may have recognized that these are not overly technical
or groundbreaking.

And that’s the point.

This is foundational stuff.

Now don’t take my word for it,

Over the past few years of deploying Reverse SEO, we’ve seen the following results:

Medical Supply Company - Average Keyword Ranking went from Position 12 to 6 with two
months.

Fast Fashion Company - Traffic Increase of 13% Year over Year (previously declining YOY)
after implementation of LSI Content.

Online Printing Company - Traffic Increase of 62% and Revenue Increase of 44% Year over
Year after implementing intelligent website hierarchy.

Publishing Startup - Traffic grows by ~20% monthly from the implementation of MOBILE
FIRST LSI Content

Lighting Retailer - Conversion rate increased from ~3% to ~4.25% from content modifications
and navigational/hierarchy changes.

And if you really commit to it and allocate your resources to creating great content, a lot of this
can be done within a couple weeks.

So what do we do with the rest of our two months time frame?

That’s where the process of Competitive Reverse Engineering comes in…

One of the best things about Google is that everything is out in the open.

If someone ranks at position 1, there’s a reason that we can reverse engineer.

When we ask the same exact 20 questions of our competitors, we can identify WHY someone
else ranks and then simply do it better.

So now we have to ask “Where do we go from here”



I trust that you’ve found some clarity and reassurance knowing that this is possible for you to get
those rankings that will yield amazing results.

I also am not oblivious to the fact that there’s a lot of work to do.

If you want a more in depth dive into the 8 Lenses, you can get a quick video training delivered
to you daily by signing up here.

Or… If you want to see if you may be a fit for my team to work side by side with you, we have
something pretty cool going on…

For the next week or so, I’ve opened up my calendar to chat with a few businesses.

This isn’t a standard “Sales Pitch disguised as a Consultation” type of call.

We will discuss strategy, goals, and you’ll leave with actionable tasks to get your SEO traffic to
the next level.

Why am I doing this?

IF it looks like I can help your business, I may invite you to be a client. I don’t ask more than half
of the people I talk to, but the ones I do ask, I’m able to help immensely.

If you want to take a shot and grab a spot, you can apply here: talktothegeek.com

Or, you can go it alone.

Take guesses and potentially not make any headway in this.

Not because you CAN’T…

But because you’ll have other stuff going on.

And you don’t have the 11 years in SEO for ecommerce that I do.

So, ready to cut the line and get SEO results faster?

Grab a time here: talktothegeek.com

Either way, I hope you found this guide helpful.

My charge to you is to get to work and start getting those sales!

http://talktothegeek.com
http://talktothegeek.com

